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(Evaluate it yourself)
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Is your Dream worthy of You?
(Evaluate it yourself)

Every single day is a gift from the Universe to be shaped and actually every day is like a lifetime in
miniature. It has a beginning.It has an end. You get to shape that. You may have dreams, we all have but
before committing  all your energy (time,emotions,intellect,money etc) to this dream, you must validate if
this dream is worthy of you putting your life energy into it.

AAsk yourself these questions as a litmus test to discover your true calling:

1) Does your dream give you life?

2) Does your dream align with your core values?

3) Is your dream going to require that you grow?

If you have a strong “YES” to all these questions, then:
This is the dream you should commit to. 

If you have “No” to any of these questions,then:
It isn’t that there isn’t’ a dream for you. It’s just that the discovery of it,

isn’t yet complete.
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4) Do you need help from a higher power?

5) Is there some good in your dream for others?

If you have a strong “YES” to all these questions, then:
This is the dream you should commit to. 

If you have “No” to any of these questions,then:
It isn’t that there isn’t’ a dream for you. It’s just that the discovery of it,

isn’t yet complete.

SUCCESS ENERGY PLANNER

The real question is if the dream is worthy of you! It is important that the dream you
put your energy into is one that is in alignment with your purpose and core values.
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Your “WHY” is a perfect linkage between: passion for your work, and a commitment to
bring a revolutionary change within the industry.

What is not a “Why”:
 It's not because you want more flexibility in your schedule
 It's not because you want to be your own boss
 And it's not because you want to spend more time with your family

Do not confuse yourself with the driving forces to start your own business with what
is of significance to you.

To identify your “WHY” , focus on what would you love to
BE, DO, HAVE, EXPERIENCE, CREATE.

If you are not sure of how to begin, use these prompts:
______ makes me happy
I have fun doing ______
I am knowledgeable about ______
______ makes me unique
If I knew I wouldn't fail, I would do ______
MMy industry could reach a new demographic by changing _______
I will do _______ that has never been done before
If I could change one thing about my industry it would be _______
I wish I had ______ when I was going through _______

Now try putting it together to construct your “WHY”. Having the perfect linkage between
what you love to do and how can you make the difference will create the perfect business.

My “WHY” is

  _______________________ + _____________________________
  (passion for my work)               (a commitment to bring a revolutionary
                           change within the industry)

SUCCESS ENERGY PLANNER



THE POWER OF A VISION BOARD
That which you can visualize, you can achieve.
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The Power of a Vision Board - That which you can visualize, you can achieve.
Whether or not you’re a fan of the bestseller, The Secret, one thing is undeniably true: That which 
we focus on we attract more of.

IIf you spend all your time worrying about money, it seems to slip right through your fingers. If you obsess 
over your weight, the pounds stubbornly hold on. And if you daydream about relaxing in the Caribbean sun, 
well, you’re a lot more likely to find yourself on a beach chair in the near future. This isn’t some airy-fairy 
make-believe, either. 

We’ve known for decades that daydreams have power, and that purposeful visualization is the key to greater 
success in every area of life. Top athletes practice endlessly, not only on the field, but in their minds. They
actually see that perfect shot, winning race, or stunning backflip. They concentrate on the minute
mmovements that make it possible, how their muscles will react every second, and how they will feel at the end 
of a stellar performance. This type of visualization creates neural pathways that are virtually indistinguishable 
from those caused by completing the act itself. 

The result? Nearly the same as with actual, physical practice. It works the same way for you. When you
visualize your ideal business, your happy home life, your dream vacation, and even your biggest income goals, 
you’re primed to achieve them. And you’ll meet those goals much faster and with fewer stumbles than if you 
simply list your goals (and deadlines) on a calendar.

LLike anything though, effective visualization takes practice. As kids, we spend much of our time
daydreaming and play acting, but those are skills we lose as we age. A vision board can help kick start those 
creative visualization skills again. 

That which you can visualize, you can achieve.
Here’s another benefit of creating a vision board: It will boost your spirits when you face life’s inevitable 
struggles.
HHaving a bad day? Spend some time working on your vision board, and you’ll feel noticeably lighter at 
heart. 
Feeling overwhelmed? Take a look at your vision board for an instant reminder of why you’re working hard 
now, and what you stand to gain from it. 
Struggling to reach a client? Read through some of the beautiful things other clients have shared about 
their journey with you. You’ll be immediately reminded about how valuable you are, and why you do what 
you do. But vision boards aren’t just for improving.

SUCCESS ENERGY PLANNER
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Vision Boards Work in Every Area of Your Life

Before we get into how vision boards can affect all the aspects of your life, let’s take a minute to look at the 
most common mistake people make when creating them: They focus on the actual goal rather than the 
result.

Imagine you have a goal of visiting England. You could express that by simply writing “England” on a
wwhiteboard. But so what? The word itself is unlikely to evoke feelings of joy or anticipation. In fact, the more 
you see that word, the less meaning it will have. 

As a vision board item, it’s pretty weak. 

IImagine instead, a photo of Stonehenge. The sun is just peaking over the horizon, bathing the scene in a 
golden light. Thick mist clings to the ground, the ancient structure rising out of it like a circle of ghosts. You 
can almost hear the voices from 5,000 years ago, as they worshipped their gods, healed their sick, and buried 
their dead. When you look at the picture, it doesn’t just say “England.” It instantly transports you there and 
immerses you in the moment. It’s a feeling. Not a goal. 

When you create your vision board, regardless of which of life’s aspects you’re
focusing on, be sure to look for images and words that make you feel the way you
imagine you’ll feel when you achieve your goal. It’s not about what you want to
have. It’s about how you want to feel.

Important
Tip

SUCCESS ENERGY PLANNER
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Business 

Business—and the related lifestyle—goals is probably the most common topic of vision boards, and with 
good reason. 
Chances are you started your business with the goal of creating a better life for you and your family. It’s likely 
one of your driving motivations, so it’s natural to seek out tools that will help you achieve the outcomes you 
desire. Vision boards are the perfect choice. 

WWhen you’re building your business vision board, consider the following questions:  
  How do you want your day to go?  
  What clients do you want to work with?  
  What projects do you love?  
  What do you want your typical workday to look like?  Where will your “office” be? 

Wealth:

Here’s another favorite topic for vision boards, and if big financial goals are part of your life plans, its one 
area you should pay close attention to. 

The reason many people don’t reach their financial goals is because we let those negative internal voices hold 
us back. You know that voice. It says things like: 
  “You’ll never earn that much.”
    “No one will pay you to do that.” 
   “You’ve always been financially irresponsible and you always will be.”  
  “You’re just not ‘good’ with money.”
  “They’ll never accept that price increase.” 

We let this voice create our income cap, and unless we take steps to silence it, we will never earn what we’re 
truly worth. 

Look for images and other items that represent your ideal business day, your
perfect client, and your ultimate dream job.

Important
Tip

SUCCESS ENERGY PLANNER
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A creative vision board can help.

Start by asking yourself…  
  
  What does financial freedom mean to me?  

  How can I change the world if I earn more money? 

  What charities will I support when I start earning $xxx?

Then find the images that represent the feeling of fulfillment and joy you’ll have
as you’re able to achieve these goals and more. Maybe that’s a photo of needy

children your church group helps support, or an animal rescue organization you love.
Or maybe it’s just a big pile of money so you can retire young and live on a yacht.

It’s your dream, and it can be anything you want it to be. 

The point is, your vision board is the perfect vehicle for finally silencing that
nnegative voice in your head that’s keeping you from your financial goals.

Important
Tip

SUCCESS ENERGY PLANNER
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Self-Care 

How’s your health?

We spend far too much time inside, sitting down, staring at a computer screen.

We don’t exercise enough.

We don’t eat right.

We don’t drink enough water.

How can a vision board help?

By making it clear how much better you will feel (there’s that word again) when you do eat healthy, work out, 
and are hydrated..

A vision board filled with images of fun activities in relaxing locations is just
the thing to remind you—the next time you reach for another slice
of pizza—that you’re working toward an achievable goal.

Important
Tip

SUCCESS ENERGY PLANNER
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Family & Friends

We don’t often think of vision boards as being helpful with building relationships, but maybe that’s just be-
cause we don’t put enough emphasis on setting goals to improve them. 

Creating a family and friends vision board just might change all that. 
Think about…  
  What kind of relationships do you want to have?  
  What’s most important to you as a wife? Mother? Daughter? Friend?
  How do you want your partner to feel when he sees you? 
  How do you want your kids to feel when they’re teenagers?

Fun 

Here’s where you can really go crazy. You might not be able to afford an around-the-world cruise (yet) but 
there’s no reason you can’t put it on your vision board. 

No matter what silly, unrealistic adventure you’re dreaming of, create it on your fun board.

Fill your vision board with items that represent the best relationships you
can imagine, and soon enough, you’ll begin creating those bonds in

your own life.

Important
Tip
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Big Scary Goals

Here’s where many of us falter. Maybe you have a few goals. Say you want to increase your income by 15%. 
Or run in a 5k. Or vacation in Greece. These are all fine, respectable goals, worthy of your vision boards. 

But what if you turn them up a notch…or three? 
Instead of increasing your income by 15%, increase it by 150%. Rather than running a 5k, run an
ultra-marathon. Instead of a vacation in Greece, move there.

AAnd you know what? That which you can visualize, you can achieve. 

So don’t be afraid to start a vision board for your biggest, most intimidating goals. You might not get there 
tomorrow or even next month, but if you keep your focus, you will get there.

Before you begin though, here are the most important things to remember about your vision board. 
1. It’s yours. There is no right or wrong way to create your dreams. 
2. Dream big! Your vision board should not be filled with things that you could easily attain next 
week. A new cell phone has no place on your vision board. 
33. You have to spend time with it. 

A vision board is a living document, and it will work better when it has your attention for at least a 
few minutes every single day.

With your vision board populated with meaningful images, thoughtful and
motivational quotes, inspirational messages, and plenty of creativity, even

these big scary goals suddenly feel much more attainable.

Important
Tip

SUCCESS ENERGY PLANNER
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The Yin & Yang Balance
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The Yin & Yang Balance
Creating balance is all about being honest with yourself and taking on clients, projects, or tasks that will 
bring you joy, not bring about stress and anger. Think of the yin and yang idea from Chinese philosophy. 
They are often thought of as two competing forces when in actuality they work together in a complementary 
way to create balance.

Consider your  vision board as your yin; now you need to explore what you don’t want, or your yang.

LLet’s take “COACHING BUSINESS” as an example. 
Think about your coaching practice in general and take a specific inventory of what you offer and what
backend tasks you do on a monthly basis. Do you work one on one with clients? Do you offer group
coaching? Do you offer webinars to get leads? Do you have a signature program created? Do you have a
published book? Who is your ideal client? Do you want to work with startup entrepreneurs or those already 
making

66- or 7-figures? Do you send out a monthly newsletter? Do you write your own social media posts? Are you 
the only administrator for your private Facebook group? Do you do your own bookkeeping? What other 
tasks do you complete every month?

Now go back and analyze which of these things brings you joy and which ones drain you of your energy.
RRemember, your answers will be different from your other coaching friends and your coaching mentors. Just 
because they get joy from doing one on one coaching doesn’t mean that has to be a part of your business 
model. Just because they go on public speaking tours doesn’t mean you have to do that, too. Let them find 
their own joy. You be selfish and focus on YOU right now.

After you have two lists – what you want and what you don’t want from your business – it’s time to 
create a plan to bring them into balance with each other.It is equally important to knowing what 
you want out of life is knowing what you DON’T want. 

SUCCESS ENERGY PLANNER
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Make a list of things to STOP doing and make a plan for getting rid of it.

What I DON’T Want Plan of Action

I don’t want to do my own accounting.

I don’t want to write my website content.

Hire an accountant or bookkeeper.

Hire a ghostwriter or virtual assistant.

SUCCESS ENERGY PLANNER



BEING THANKFUL
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Sometimes things get tough to handle. We may feel disheartened, sad or even hopeless
to achieve our goals. It is at these times of uncertainty that it is important to remember
what we are grateful for and what keeps us motivated for the best we can be.

Build your “Gratitude List” today:

A goal for the future:

Activities that make happy: Things that make me proud:

People that I’m grateful for:Memories that I’m grateful for: Things that give me hope:

Things that keep me motivated:
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Print out this planner and write down one thing each day that you love and accept
about yourself for a week. Own your uniqueness.

Weekly Gratitude Planner

DAYS GRATITUDE PROMPTS

TODAY I WILL BE KIND TO
MYSELF BY...

TODAY I WILL NOURISH
MYSELF BY...

TODAY I WILL HONOR
MYSELF BY...

TODAY I WILL EXPRESS
CREATIVITY BY...

TODAY I WILL CONNECT
WITH THE UNIVERSE  BY...

HOW DID YOU FEEL AFTER
THE 5 DAYS OF GRATITUDE?

CREATE AN AFFIRMATION
TO KEEP THE MOMENTUM...

YOUR ANSWERS

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY



5 DAY GOAL PLAN
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Build your 2019 & beyond Success Blueprint

DAY              PLAN
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To understand where you are in every area of your life, rate
each area out of 5 based on where you are now, with 5 being
your ideal state.

This is your time. Take a deep breath and start writing that if money
and circumstances are not involved, what are the things that you would
love to create, do, have or experience in life. Do not limit yourself.
Just write your dream of having the best in health, relationships,
career/business, finances and contributions in your life.

Download your dream here:
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Now using your Day 1 & 2 exercises, select your “TOP THREE”. Go back
to my last 3 podcasts and evaluate your selection based on what will
excite you, give meaning to your life, get you abundance and energy in
all forms. Brainstorm with brutal honesty. 

Secret Sauce:
Write your TOP 3 with positive language and as if you have already
aachieved. Choose the right tone:

You want to have goals that inspire and excite you every single day.
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CALCULATE YOUR HOURLY RATES
(the realistic way)
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Calculate your Hourly Rates (the realistic way)

It's nice to say you're going to work less, but if that means earning less money it may not be realistic. Are your hourly 
rates in need of an update? Now is the time to review your rates.

When choosing how much to charge for your services, don’t just pick an arbitrary number out of thin air; in most 
cases, that number won’t be high enough and you’ll devalue your services. Multiple variables should be considered 
before setting a rate.

IIn its simplest form, consider how much money you need to make in a month or year to cover your living expenses, 
and then divide that number by the number of hours you want to work in that month or a year. That’s your new 
hourly rate which you can apply to your services. But let’s consider a few more variables, such as all your business
expenses, including estimated taxes. Add these numbers to your living expenses; now divide by the number of hours 
you want to work. Most likely, this new number is much higher than the first.

EEven if you have a home office with little overhead, you still have business expenses. Hopefully you have a complete 
list already but if not, make a list now to include: electricity, computer, printer, ink, paper, any software you purchase, 
any private groups or forums where you pay a membership, autoresponder, shopping cart for products, estimated 
taxes, hired help (online team members, real life assistant, or babysitters), advertising, marketing materials, and
anything else specific to your business. As you can see, there are multiple variables involved in your rate and if you 
don’t include your business expenses, you’re cutting into your profits deeply.

NNow do some market research to determine if your market will pay or can afford to pay your rates. Find out what 
your competitors charge. You don’t have to copy those rates nor do you need to be the lowest charging professionally 
but you need to be competitive, or in the same range, as your competitors. Drastically higher rates will cause people 
to question why you’re so expensive and you may have to consider changing markets to one which has more
disposable income. Charging the lowest rates may seem like a viable way to fill up your calendar but in reality, this is 
undervaluing your knowledge and may cast a bad light on your name because of the saying, “You get what you pay 
for.”

WWhen it comes to creating group coaching packages or other products to sell, setting a price will be slightly different. 
Yes, you want to consider your time spent on creating the project but remember, you’re aiming to sell more volume of 
products so that production cost can be spread out among the ideal number of products you want to sell.

FFor instance, if it takes you 10 hours to prepare topics for an online class or coaching group, take that 10 hour rate 
and divide it by the number of people you’re allowing into the group or class. Then add your hourly rate, based on 
how many classes you’ll actually be present for, and you have your new price for this particular class or group. Can 
you see how group coaching can be more lucrative than one on one coaching?

SUCCESS ENERGY PLANNER
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1. Office space/rental costs
2. Utilities/phone
3. Computer/printer costs
4. Printer ink + paper
5. Postage
6. Computer software
77. Membership fees/subscriptions
8. Cost for creating marketing materials
9. Advertising costs (online + offline)
10. Estimated taxes
11. Other
12. Other
13. Other
114. Other

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
77. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
114. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
77. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
114. 

1.  Mortgage/rent
2. Taxes
3. Utilities
4. Cell phone
5. Cable
6. Car payment
77. Insurance (home + car)
8. Food
9. Gas
10. Entertainment
11. Membership fees (gym, kids clubs)
12. Daycare (if necessary)
13. Other
114. Other

Business Expenses Monthly or Annual Cost

Living Expenses Monthly or Annual Cost

Business Expenses + Living Expenses / # of Work Hours = YOUR NEW RATE


